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to preserve their influence, not only concluded political and
family alliances with the most distinguished and richest
plebeians, but also found room for illustrious citizens of Latin
and Italian communities that had once been independent—
the descendants of former kings and chief magistrates.
Tusculum sent to Rome the famous families of the Fulvii,
Mamilii, Coruncanii, and later the Porcii; the Plautii came
from Tibur and Praeneste, the Atilii from Campania, the
Ogulnii from Etruria, and the Otacilii from Samnium. Together
with the old princely houses of Rome—the Fabii, Aemilii,
Cornelii, and Julii—and the most eminent plebeians, whose
ranks they often joined, these formed the governing aristocracy.
Nor can the popular assembly be called a purely demo-
cratic institution. The supreme power in the state belonged
to this body: they elected the magistrates and passed the
laws ; they voted for war and peace, disposed of the revenue,
and annulled or confirmed sentence of death against citizens.
After the reform attributed to Servius (see p. 31) the method
of voting was unlike the Athenian practice, by which each
individual citizen recorded his vote and these votes were
added up. The Roman citizens, as we have seen already,
were divided into five classes according to the property they
owned. Further, each class was divided into a fixed number
of centuries. In voting, a majority of the votes in each
separate century was reckoned as the vote of that century,
and a majority of votes by centuries was decisive, not, as at
Athens, a majority of votes recorded by individual members.
But also the body of citizens was unevenly distributed among
the centuries. The richest citizens, who formed the first class
and were generally patricians, were divided into eighty cen-
turies ; and there voted along with them eighteen centuries
of horsemen, who also belonged to the first class. Since all
the remaining classes were divided into ninety-five centuries,
it follows that a majority of votes in the popular assembly
belonged to the citizens of the first class, irrespective of their
number. Again the centuries of the first class voted first,
and in case they were unanimous, no further votes were
taken. Lastly, the popular assembly could only meet when
summoned by the magistrate; there was no debate at the
meeting, and the citizen had no right to put to the vote any
proposal that had not the sanction of the magistrates and the
Senate.

